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(p. 225) 9 Territory and Boundaries
1. Introduction
1.1. Man, Space, and Borders
In 1966, Robert Ardrey put a surprisingly simple question on the world's intellectual map: ‘Is Homo sapiens a
territorial species?’1 For the self-made anthropologist the answer was unambiguously clear: ‘Man … is as
much a territorial animal as is a mockingbird singing in the clear Californian night.’2 Even if we are not ready to
share the somewhat disquieting view that ‘certain laws of territorial behaviour apply as rigorously in the affairs
of men as in the affairs of chipmunks’, 3 and despite a number of important objections to any kind of
(excessive) ‘biological reductionism’, 4 it is (p. 226) probably correct to assume that unanimity prevails in the
various branches of today's social science community that ‘territoriality’ does indeed constitute one of the key
imperatives of human behaviour. This comes hardly as a surprise for two reasons. First, territory provides an
undeniable (survival) value to all human beings—as a living space, as a repository for resources of vital
importance, and finally as a conditio sine qua non for a vast array of world systems, such as the production of
oxygen, the purification and storage of water, and others.5 And, second, controlling people and things
territorially simply saves effort6 and thus provides the ‘territory owner’ with a clear ‘evolutionary advantage’. It
is certainly easier to supervise one's livestock by fencing it in than to follow each head of cattle around, and
the most efficient way to control and protect human and natural resources of a given area is probably to patrol
its outer margins.
With respect to his intellectual perception, man is also inextricably bound to spatiality:7
Space … is a necessary representation a priori, which serves for the foundation of all external intuitions. We never
can imagine or make a representation to ourselves of the non-existence of space.8 … [I]f we take away by degrees
from our conceptions of a body all that can be referred to mere sensuous experience … the space which it occupied
still remains, and this it is utterly impossible to annihilate in thought.9

No doubt, territory, space, boundaries, and borders are inescapable companions of every human being, both
regarding his physical and intellectual existence.

1.2. Communities, Territory, and Boundaries
There is strong evidence that long before the transition of mankind to a sedentary lifestyle, ‘territoriality’ as a
type of intraspecific competition was already a distinctive (p. 227) feature of most (semi-)nomadic huntergatherer societies.10 For prehistoric groups, claims to a certain territory to the exclusion of others
(‘raumgebundene Intoleranz’11 ) aimed in particular at monopolizing food resources, but also other essentials
for individual and group survival, including sexual partners. However, domination over space did in general
not only serve such basic physiological needs, but satisfied higher levels on the hierarchy of needs as well.12
This is in particular true for the pyramid's top level: the need to connect to something beyond the ego (‘selftranscendence’). From the dawn of civilization up to the present day, spiritual needs are indeed satisfied not
least by mythical or sacred places.13 Ever since, and almost everywhere in the world, places with special
significance for a specific group of people have been made an almost indispensable accompaniment of the
life of organized communities. Hence, as a rule, for human societies a bordered territory has always served a
double function: It constitutes a basic prerequisite for survival and a means of identification (‘raumbezogene
Identität’).14 Sociological research supports the assumption of a quasi-necessary correlation between
limitations and identification: ‘An individual system can observe and describe itself [only] if it can organize
difference and limitation for this purpose.’15
No wonder, therefore, that the origin of the distribution of space among men was not only traced back to
mythical ages—in the words of Ovid (recalling the bygone golden and silver ages of Saturn and Jupiter): ‘The
ground, too, hitherto common as the light of the sun and the breezes, the cautious measurer marked out with
his lengthened boundary.’16 Territory and boundary-making have also been always intimately associated with
religious and ethical concepts:17 ‘And sing your praises, sacred (p. 228) Terminus: “You set bounds to
peoples, cities, great kingdoms: Without you every field would be disputed … ” .’18 Ovid's conception is
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paradigmatic of a widespread ambivalence towards the phenomenon of bordered territory: On the one hand, it
is tagged with a clearly negative connotation by setting it into a sharp contrast to the Arcadian world (Ovid) or,
some 1800 years later, branding it as the work of an impostor, who wants one to ‘forget that the Fruits of the
Earth belong equally to us all, and the Earth itself to nobody’.19 On the other hand, a carefully bonded territory
has always been viewed as a guarantee of peaceful relations between neighbouring individuals, social or
political entities, and was even vested with metaphysical or supernatural legitimacy 20—even where religious
doctrine actually raises a claim for universality.21 As the psalmist said to God, ‘It was you who set all the
boundaries of the earth’ (Psalm 74: 17) and, in order to reconfirm a long-established territorial status quo, the
Pentateuch commands, ‘Do not move your neighbor's boundary stone set up by your predecessors in the
inheritance you receive in the land the LORD your God is giving you to possess’ (Deuteronomy 19: 14). The
land thus promised to the Jewish people is further specified in Deuteronomy 34: 1–322—with far-reaching
consequences, as we experience painfully, down to the present day.23 The deeply rooted sanctification of
boundaries by words and deeds, which can actually be traced back to royal inscriptions of early
Mesopotamian civilizations and thus to the very first ‘inter-state’ treaty relations ever, 24 still resonates in the
modern concept of the ‘sanctity of boundaries’.25
(p. 229) The time-honoured German words ‘umfrieden/Umfriedung’ (fencing/fence) still bear witness to the
once inseparable unity of the concepts of ‘peace’ (‘Frieden’) and ‘boundaries’—an etymological bridge which
got lost in most other languages. It is indeed one of the great tragedies of the phenomenon of bounded territory
that, designed to avoid strife among individuals and peoples, territory and boundaries have instead—in the
long course of history—evolved into the prime cause for belligerent unrest in the world.26

2. Early Records of Territory and Boundary-Making
The exercise of authority over land has been an indispensable prerequisite for politico-economic organizations
of almost all times, at almost all places, and under almost all circumstances. A geographically defined
territorial base was essential for small city-states (Greece) as much as for empires (Rome), and all forms of
political organization in between these two extremes. No wonder, therefore, that when in the dim, dark past,
two neighbouring political entities agreed to formalize their relations, issues regarding the designation of
territory and its delimitation soon became a matter of primordial importance.
With the invention of scripture emerging from the mist of prehistory, the ancient kings of Mesopotamia are the
first to provide us with relevant records.27 The exciting account of a boundary dispute in the Presargonic period
(approximately 2700–2350 bc) commences as follows:
The god Enlil, king of the lands, father of all the gods, by his authoritative command, demarcated the border between
the gods Ningirsu [Lagaš] and Šara [Umma]. Mesilim, king of Kiš, at the command of the god Ištaran, stretched the
measuring rope on the field and erected a monument there.29

(p. 230) In blatant disregard of king Mesilim's ‘arbitral award’, the rulers of Umma later ‘smashed that
monument and marched on the Eden district of Lagaš’, 30 thus triggering an epic confrontation between the two
Southern Mesopotamian city-states. Possession and agricultural usufruct of fertile lands (Guendena region),
irrigation rights, and the quest for the drawing of a boundary-line to the greatest possible strategic and
economic advantage were at the heart of the conflict, which did even not shy away from destroying ‘the
dedicated [?] chapels of the gods that were built on the [boundary-levee called] Namnunda-kigara’.31 Brief
détente periods witnessed the conclusion of a parity boundary treaty (the earliest recorded example of an
‘inter-state’ agreement at all, in approximately 2470 bc), joint demarcation-works, and even the setting up of
some sort of buffer zone (no man's land) in order to prevent future conflict.
Once again for the sake of peace, some 2500 years later (approximately 20 bc–23 ac) the Greek geographer
Strabo, repudiating earlier views, strongly advocated a most accurate delimitation and demarcation of
boundaries:
Where there are no precise boundary marks, columns, or walls … it is easy for us to say such a place is Colyttus,
and such another Melitè, but not so easy to show the exact limits: thus disputes have frequently arisen concerning
certain districts. … The reasoning of Eratosthenes, however, is still more absurd, when he declares that he sees no
advantage in being acquainted with the exact boundaries of countries, and then cites the example of Colyttus and
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Melitè, which prove just the contrary of his assertion. Surely if a want of certainty respecting the boundaries gave rise
to war [as in the case of Thyrea and Orpus], a knowledge of the limits of different districts must be of practical
importance.33

It seems in fact that the ingredients of a conflict over territory or boundaries, the desire to overcome it by the
most accurate drawing of lines, and, finally, the means to achieve this end have not changed much in the
course of the last four and a half millennia.

(p. 231) 3. Disambiguation: Territory, Boundaries, Frontiers
Land as such is no territory. A desert, a swamp, or an impenetrable forest do not make up for a frontier, and a
natural barrier, such as a river or a mountain chain, does not constitute a boundary. Rather what is needed for
a mere geographical feature to become ‘territory’ or ‘boundary’ is its reference to a man-made political
structure: The twofold etymological root of the Latin word ‘territorium’ aptly demonstrates this intrinsic
correlation: ‘terra’ (earth, land), and the suffix ‘-orium’ denoting place.34 And indeed, when first appearing in late
Medieval Europe, the term ‘territory’ was to denominate a ‘land under the jurisdiction of a city or town’.
Alternative theories suggest derivation from the Latin word ‘terrere’ (to frighten, see also ‘terrible’—thus
territorium would mean ‘a place from which people are warned off’); or consider ‘torium’ as the root from which
derived words such as ‘tower’, ‘tour’, and ‘torre’, which conveyed in Medieval English, Old French, Italian, and
Spanish the meaning of both ‘a well-rounded building’ and ‘a position of strength’.35 These various
etymological hypotheses, however, are not contradictory but rather complementary. Control over a geographic
area provides a community with a position of (economic) strength, which needs to be maintained by constant
vigilance with a view to deter potential intruders. And it is finally not by chance that in its original usage, the
concept of territory was assigned to smaller political entities alone, such as cities and towns, whereas the
position of power of larger kingly or princely entities in Europe, deeply rooted in the Christian-Medieval
theological-political cosmos, was still considered to rest primarily on allegiance of individuals and
organizations, not territory.
It was only in the late 15th century that, seconded and driven by the Renaissance critique of hierarchy, 36 the
dominant model of juridico-political power of a vertical, highly complex, and heterogeneous hierarchical
character was superseded by the concept that political spaces are to be ordered along a horizontal plane,
something which placed ‘territory’ centre stage in political thought.37 Exclusive control over a (p. 232) distinct
geographical area soon became not only an indispensable, but probably the most distinctive feature of the
new ideal of exercising political authority: ‘Lo Stato’.38 With lasting effect, Machiavelli in his seminal work Il
principe, 39 along with other participants in Renaissance legal discourse, added to the Latin word ‘dominium’
with its firmly established Roman private law connotation a second, public law meaning; territory over which
single and superior authority is exercised, thus heralding the modern concept of sovereign territoriality. Quite
literally dismissing ‘the ancient [Augustinian] doctrine by which the ruler … existed for the realization of … a
superior moral purpose’, 40 Machiavelli limited politics to the terrestrial world. However, it was still a long way
to go to achieve complete congruency between the concepts of ‘territory’ and ‘sovereignty’ and thus to entirely
eliminate from this domain of international law the Roman private law antecedents, remnants of which can still
be found today—in particular regarding the modes of acquiring and loosing territory. Regardless of the vast
scholarly discussion on the exact legal relationship between a State and ‘its’ territory, 41 the latter's pivotal role
within the identity kit of modern statehood has never since seriously been challenged.42 ‘It is because the State
is a territorial organization that violation of its frontiers is inseparable from the idea of aggression against the
State itself.’43
Unanimity has always prevailed that all what is needed for a State to come into or to remain in existence is
some sort of undisputed ‘core territory’.44 The nature and character of the outer margins of the physical
substratum of statehood, however, has not only witnessed a considerable factual evolution (from boundary
zones or borderlands to boundary lines), but is also characterized by certain conceptual as well as
terminological ambiguities. The most important of these ambiguities concerns the use of the term ‘frontier’.
Deriving from the classical Latin root ‘frons’ (front or forepart)—in later medieval usage developing into
‘fronteria’, meaning front line of an army or line of battle45—in European usage the term became virtually
synonym(p. 233) ous with the term ‘boundary’.46 However, triggered by a seminal essay by Frederick
Jackson Turner (1893), 47 a significantly different American approach (‘frontier thesis’) acquired considerable
prominence in the New World and beyond. Turner held that the very idea behind the American frontier was
less the European one of a fixed boundary 48 than rather that of a moving line of military and cultural advance
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less the European one of a fixed boundary than rather that of a moving line of military and cultural advance
and retreat, which he called ‘the outer edge of the wave—the meeting point between savagery and
civilization’.49 With this reinterpretation for expansionist purposes of a rather settled concept, Turner became
one of the pioneers of the worldwide geopolitics movement, 50 which has succinctly been labelled as ‘nothing
but the ideology of imperialist expansion’.51 Although today no longer considered a ‘serious starting point for
historical inquiry’, 52 the ‘frontier thesis’ marks the intellectual antipode to the established, but everything but
self-evident idea of the boundary or frontier as an immobile and, ideally, linear concept.

4. Territory and the State
Unanimity prevails that territoriality is a defining attribute of the Westphalian State and it is probably even
correct to assume that a ‘territory owner ethos’ constitutes the most distinctive feature of traditional international
law.53 However, it (p. 234) must be recalled that it was only in the late 19th century that the existence of a
territorial basis took centre stage in the perception of statehood. Indeed, as far as the spatial element as a
conditio sine qua non for statehood is concerned, Georg Jellinek's seminal ‘three-element theory’ (territory,
population, ultimate ruling power)54 and other similar definitions from that period55 find no equivalent in 17thand 18th-century post-Westphalian writings. Still very much obliged to a social contract theory approach, both
Grotius (‘a perfect society of free men, united for the promotion of right and the common advantage’)56 and
Vattel (‘political bodies, societies of men who have united together and combined their forces, in order to
procure their mutual welfare and security’)57 laid emphasis rather on population, collective will, and
government than on territory. Although both authors and their contemporaries did of course not abstain from
treating various territorial and boundary issues, the fixation on territory as the main guiding and organizing
principle of policy making is thus a rather recent phenomenon. The new perception of the existence of some
sort of intrinsic and inextricable bond between the State and its territory may be illustrated by the fact that the
second half of the 19th century witnessed the rather sudden end of the hitherto widespread and quasicommercial practice of selling and purchase of State territory—the last important example probably being the
United States 1867 Alaska purchase. Hence, regarding the ‘upgrading’ of territory, too, Westphalia did certainly
not constitute a cataclysm but one, albeit important installment in the ongoing and century-long transitional
process from medieval to modern statehood.

5. Territory and the Others
To claim territory is to deny it to others. However, as a rule, in inter-state relations claims of kind do not call
into question the right as such of the competitor to dispose of a recognized territorial setting for the exercise of
its sovereign powers. Hence, in a more categorical sense, the ‘denial’ referred to here is what one may
describe as an essential ingredient of the predator competition launched by the State society against all
Others who lay claim for title to territory. The delegitimization of all other forms of the exercise of supreme
political authority in and over territory has indeed been a (p. 235) continuous feature of the evolution of the very
distinct ‘Westphalian’ model of the symbiosis between a people and its territory. Colonialism in Africa is but
one example, the removal of American Indians and the Māori from their historic lands others.
The history of the seizure of the African continent by European colonial powers—in the aftermath of the Berlin
Africa Conference 1884 culminating in the so-called scramble for Africa58—is a complex and multifaceted story
of the delegitimation of pre-colonial political powers over territory and people. The status of the so-called Kings
and Chiefs of Old Calabar, recently a key issue in a territorial dispute before the International Court of
Justice, 59 may serve as just one significant example in this respect. In face of Nigeria's assertion to the
contrary, the court assumed that a treaty eventually concluded in 1884 between these indigenous rulers and
Great Britain was not ‘governed by international law’, since it was an ‘agreement not between equals’, ‘not with
States, but rather with important indigenous rulers exercising local rule over identifiable areas of territory’.60
Probably perfectly sound from a Westphalian perspective, the inevitable consequence of this legal
assessment, however, was simple. There is no room for the recognition on the international plane of any
different form of title to territory. ‘At the international level the Kings and Chiefs of Old Calabar’ thus
‘disappeared from view’, 61 as did claims to ‘their’ territory. The law at the time, as confirmed by the court,
conferred on Great Britain a full territorial title which it could eventually transfer to Germany some three decades
later.
The long history of how Anglo-Americans justified the dispossession of Native Americans—somewhat
obfuscated behind the broad smokescreen of a complex and contradictory controversy on the legal nature,
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contents, and limits of aboriginal and other (territorial) title of American Indians in the United States—cannot be
even sketched here.62 However, the gist of one crucial element of the entire issue was probably best captured
in the US Supreme Court's 1831 landmark decision in the case Cherokee Nation v Georgia.63 After an
extended discussion of the nature of Indian tribal sovereignty, (p. 236) the majority held that Indian tribes had
no standing to bring suit directly to the Supreme Court (against State legislation aiming at the removal of the
Cherokee people from their historic lands), since they were neither a foreign nor an American State:
They may more correctly, perhaps, be denominated domestic dependent nations. They occupy a territory to which we
assert a title independent of their will, which must take effect in point of possession when their right of possession
ceases; meanwhile, they are in a state of pupilage. Their relations to the United States resemble that of a ward to his
guardian.64

Although directly concerned only with a very limited procedural issue, the (highly disputed)65 denial of
sovereign statehood of Indian Nations by the court had far-reaching consequences. Deprived of the umbrella of
sovereign statehood, the ‘unquestionable, and, heretofore, unquestioned right to the lands they occupy’66
proved of little value for the effective protection of the Cherokee Nation's title to their territory.
The encounter of the European concept of territorial sovereignty with a very different perception of governance
(over land and people) has probably become most obvious in the 1840 treaty of Waitangi between the British
Crown and the Māori, the indigenous population of what today is called New Zealand.67 In the English text of
article 1 of the treaty, Māori ceded ‘sovereignty’, whereas in the Māori text, the Māori gave the British merely a
right of governance (kawanatanga).68 As a result, Māori believed—and still do so—that they ceded to the
Queen a limited right of governance only in return for the promise of protection, while retaining the authority
they always had to manage their own affairs. However, not surprisingly, the European conception prevailed
and although the 1975 Treaty of Waitangi Act paved the way for an investigation by individuals on their own
behalf or on behalf of a group of Māori of treaty-based claims dating back to 1849, 69 the issue of (the
legitimacy of the acquisition of ) territorial sovereignty was obviously never seriously at stake.

(p. 237) 6. Title to Territory
6.1. General Aspects
The existence of distinct territorial entities, each with one single power to exercise supreme authority to the
exclusion of all others, is not only the brand mark of the post-Westphalian idea of sovereign statehood.70 To
establish territory as the pivotal sounding board for the exercise of sovereign powers was in fact the very idea
behind the paradigm shift away from the (medieval) concept of governance (personal jurisdiction). No wonder,
therefore, that the disentanglement of spatially overlapping spheres of jurisdictional competences and activities
soon became a matter of major concern for all States affected. In the, at best slightly exaggerated, words of Sir
Robert Yennings: ‘The mission and purpose of traditional international law has been the delimitation of the
exercise of sovereign power on a territorial basis.’71 The objective of the newborn territorial State to exercise
its sovereign powers both with the highest possible degree of effectiveness and autonomy was also a major
reason for a remarkable reshaping of the highly fragmented political map inherited from medieval times. The
creation of a contingent territory being considered a suitable means to further reduce mutual dependencies
between adjacent political entities (transit rights and other servitudes), once omnipresent enclaves and
exclaves, that is territories legally attached to a State with which it is not physically contiguous, 72 were one by
one erased from the political map. The formerly quite ordinary option for a joint exercise of sovereignty, too,
became increasingly rare in practice and ‘Condominia’73 have now been reduced to somewhat quaint
remnants of a distant past.74
However, in order to translate into reality the absolutist dream of undivided exercise of sovereign power within
clearly defined limits, it was first of all necessary to be aware of the exact scope and extent of territory claimed.
Hardly astonishing, it was the Absolutist State par excellence, the France of Louis XIV, which in the 1670s (p.
238) pioneered in an arduous and meticulous surveying and mapping of its territory.75 Using Gemma Frisius’
technique of triangulation, 76 almost a century later the venture was crowned with the finalization of the first ever
topographical map of an entire country.77

6.2. Modes of Acquisition of Territory
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Given the dynastic and feudal structure of medieval governance, it is hardly surprising that in the formative
stages of rules governing title to territory private law analogies prevailed. Based on Roman law principles,
classical international law thus knew of five modes of acquisition of territory. Occupation of terra nullius ,
prescription, cession, accretion, and subjugation (conquest).78 However, while in principle doctrinally neat, the
borderlines between these classical modes have always been blurred, 79 in particular regarding occupation
and prescription. The Age of Discovery with its exponential growth of potential conflicts between European
‘conquistadores’ imperatively called for a new legal framework acceptable to all relevant actors of the time.80
No wonder therefore that initial attempts of authoritatively distributing vast portions of the globe among two
States only (Portugal and Spain) by sole virtue of Papal Bulls (Romanus Pontifex 1455, Inter Caetera Divinae
1493) were doomed to failure due to the resistance of powerful competitors, such as England, France, and the
Netherlands. Alternative approaches, such as in particular the ‘first come, first served principle’ (discovery)
always remained controversial too, due to the sweeping and often enough dubious character of many claims
based on this title. It seems that as early as 1506, the Pope himself carefully shied away from his earlier
pretensions, when explicitly confirming Spanish and Portuguese title to ‘discovered (p. 239) and occupied
islands’ only.81 Effective occupation as a conditio sine qua non for legitimate title to territory—eventually
becoming the leitmotif in acquisition-related discourse and practice—was indeed by no means an innovative
idea: Bartolus de Saxoferrato in his early 14th-century Tractatus de Insula already vigorously maintained with
respect to earlier papal donations: ‘But what is the law if he to whom the right is awarded neglects to occupy?
The question is whether he loses that right? I answer: Yes; he loses his right of occupation if he defers it
without due reason … ’.82 Some 600 years later, this dictum resonates in Max Huber's seminal award in the
Island of Palmas Case (1928), where the arbitrator underlined that discovery as such gives only an inchoate
title, which, in order to become opposable to others on the international plane, must be followed by effective
occupation.83 Although it was always recognized that the necessary amount of effectivité may vary according to
geographical and other circumstances, 84 in the past 200 years, state practice, international jurisprudence, and
doctrine have never seriously called into question that the ‘continuous and peaceful display of territorial
sovereignty’ is an indispensable prerequisite for a valid title arising from occupation and prescription alike.85
Although a complex and multifaceted legal concept, the core idea underlying the uti possidetis doctrine (‘as
you possess, so may you possess’), 86 which gained particular prominence in the struggle for independence
of Latin American (19th century) and African (20th century) States, is also obliged to this very idea. The gist of
the raison d’être for the existence of an inextricable bond between ‘possession’ and ‘sovereignty’ was again
aptly articulated by Max Huber:
Territorial sovereignty cannot limit itself to its negative side, i.e., to excluding the activities of other states; for it serves
to divide between nations the space upon which human activities are employed, in order to assure them at all points
the minimum of protection of which international law is the guardian. … International law … cannot be presumed to
reduce a right such as territorial sovereignty, with which almost all international relations are bound up, to the
category of an abstract right, without concrete manifestations.87

(p. 240) 7. The Changing Character of Boundaries and Frontiers
The paradigmatic shift from the personalized nature of sovereign power to political spaces ordered along a
horizontal plane had far-reaching consequences for the perception and construction of the outer margins of
these spaces, too. When territory became the physical and legal embodiment of the legitimate exercise of
highest-ranking political power, 88 boundary-making was suddenly placed centre stage in the thinking and
acting of politicians and lawyers alike. ‘Frontiers are indeed the razor's edge on which hang suspended the
modern issues of war and peace, of life or death of nations’, as Lord Curzon still put it in his influential 1907
Romanes lecture, 89 tying in with a 150-year old Vattelian proposition: ‘Since the least encroachment upon the
territory of another is an act of injustice, in order to avoid being guilty of it, and to remove all occasion of strife
and dispute, the boundary lines of territories should be clearly and precisely determined.’90 This unequivocal
‘invitation’ stimulated the gradual replacement of the widespread phenomenon of frontier zones of various type
(march or mark, buffer zone, no-man's land, Grenzsaum, and others) by the (modern) concept of linear
boundaries, 91 ‘that is to say to draw the exact line … where the extension in space of the sovereign powers
and rights … meet’.92
The comprehensive process of a linearization of boundaries also extended to rivers and mountain ranges,
established natural boundary features since time immemorial. No longer considered of sufficient precision,
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watercourse boundaries have since been made concrete by either the middle line or the Thalweg principle
(centre of the main navigable channel), and in high mountain regions, the watershed principle gained
prominence in order to draw a virtually invisible line separating with precision the respective spheres of
sovereignty of neighbouring States: ‘[O]ne of the essential elements of sovereignty is that it is to be exercised
within territorial limits, (p. 241) and that, failing proof to the contrary, the territory is co-terminous with the
sovereignty … ’.93

8. Dominion Over the Sea and its Seaward Limits 94
8.1. The Sea: Godly Domain or Legitimate Object of Human Aspirations?
From time immemorial, the open sea has inspired fear and respect as well as the curiosity of the restless,
questing mind of courageous men and women. For millennia, a similar ambiguity has prevailed with respect to
claims by littoral States to a maritime Aquitorium.95 In ancient history, disapproval of a dominium maris was
not only based on the sea's very nature—unlike the terra ferma resisting possession in the proper sense.
Reluctance in this respect was also intrinsically tied to one of the grand themes of mankind, the encounter of
man with the other, godly world: ‘The Sea is His’ as the Psalmist sings (Psalm 95: 5). And the unique ‘Report
of Wenamon’ from the late 20th dynasty of Ancient Egypt (approximately 1086 bc) is unmistakable in its
branding the sea as forbidden terrain for appropriation by earthly authority: ‘The sea is his … don’t wish for
yourself anything belonging to Amon-Re, [king of] the gods’. A similar attitude prevailed among Roman
writers, who at times went even so far as to consider mere navigation as an offence against the gods: ‘The
race of man … through forbidden wickedness [disregards that] God in his wisdom divided the countries of the
earth by the separating ocean’.97 However, divine warnings in this vein against the ‘transgressional’ hubris of
men to reach out for domination of the sea served perfectly the Mediterranean community's more profane
interest in free communication for commercial and, occasionally, also military purposes. No wonder therefore
that (p. 242) the Antique world hardly knew of any jurisdictional claims over parts of the sea, and sea-related
sets of legal rules, such as the Lex Rhodia (2nd century bc), were strictly confined to regulations
indispensable for maritime trade, including the fight against probably the most serious challenge for seafaring
nations: the scourge of piracy. Even if, for security and economic reasons, claims may occasionally have been
laid on certain very limited offshore waters, 99 and irrespective of the Roman Empire's merely political and
military, but certainly not legal, mare nostrum claim with respect to the Mediterranean as a whole, the overall
picture that the Antique world, in Europe and elsewhere, 100 treated the sea as something clearly beyond the
jurisdictional reach of States, remains unclouded. This maxim was so generally accepted that for the city of
Byzantinum, trying to impose tolls on shipping passing through the Bosporus (220 bc), the immediate
declaration of war by the Republic of Rhodes in response must have come hardly as a surprise. It was only
the city's complete drawback from this audacious assault on the freedom of the seas which eventually
prevented a full-size military confrontation: ‘The Byzantines engage not to levy toll on ships bound for the
Pontus, and on this condition the Rhodians and their allies shall be at peace with the Byzantines.’

8.2. Mare liberum contra mare clausum
More than 1800 years later, the antique conception that no one has dominion or supreme control over the sea
resonates in Hugo Grotius’ seminal work The Freedom of the Seas (1608): ‘The sea is a thing so clearly
common to all, that it cannot be the property of any one save God alone.’102 However, at the time of writing,
this principle had not only become increasingly strained in the real world. It was also subject of probably the
first great doctrinal dispute in the history of international law:103 Do States dispose of a jurisdictional
prerogative in waters adjacent to their coast, and if this were so, to what extent? Whereas the first question
was soon answered in the affirmative, the second remained on the international agenda up to the very recent
(p. 243) past. The intellectual dispute was triggered by hard facts. At the turn of the 17th century, many seas in
Europe had become economic areas of competition, in particular with regard to fishing. No wonder, therefore,
that not only did a number of States lay—sometimes merely symbolic—claims on certain maritime areas; 104
some seas had actually become more or less effectively appropriated, notably the Baltic Sea (Sweden) and
the British Sea (England and Scotland).105 The question of control vel liberty of sea lanes, too, had grown into
an issue of vital importance for the prosperity of entire nations. The egregious claims for exclusivity by
Portugal and Spain regarding the use of major sea lanes vital for trade and commerce with the newly
‘discovered’ worlds did not remain unchallenged. Not surprisingly, the search for a balance between the
106
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exercise of governmental authority over the sea and the idea of the freedom of the sea106 soon evolved into
one of the key issues on the political, strategic, economic and, not least, legal agenda of the international
community.
The vigorous advocacy of Grotius for the open sea to be free for the use of all met with strong resistance by
virtually the entire intellectual community of the time, including in particular his famous English counterpart
John Selden, 107 and the controversy ‘waxed and waned through the centuries’.108 However, it was never in
dispute that coastal waters may be subdued to some kind of dominium by the littoral power. ‘The question at
issue’—as Grotius himself admits—‘does not concern a gulf or a strait in this ocean, nor even all the expanse
of sea which is visible from the shore.’109 And in 1625 he clarified that ‘the empire of a portion of the sea …
[may reach] so far as those who sail in that part of the sea can be compelled from the shore as if they were on
land’.110 It was, however, another Dutch jurist, Cornelius van Bynkershoek, who, by virtue of his De dominio
maris dissertatio (1703), eventually became the leading authority for the determination of the extent of the
maritime belt which may legitimately come under the sway of the littoral State: Imperium terrae finir ubi finitur
armorum potestas. Open for future (technological) developments, it took several more decades before the
deliberately vague criterion of effective exercise of State authority was translated into the rather rigid three-mile
limit, the alleged ‘utmost range of a cannon ball’.111 Although (p. 244) never really matching the actual state of
weapon technology, as a matter of reasonableness and convenience, the three-mile limit soon became the
widely accepted principle for the determination of the outer limit of the territorial sea.112

9. Going Vertical: Appropriation and Division of Airspace
Traditional international law serves as a mediator for at least potentially conflicting interests of States. No
wonder, therefore, that as long as the airspace was virtually inaccessible to man, (international) lawyers and
State practice alike did not pay much interest in the eventuality of a vertical dimension of the State's spatial
domain. The same is true—mutatis mutandis —for the earth's interior, the public law status of which has never
attracted more than very marginal attention at all, up to the present day. Our perception is indeed still very
much the same as the one exposed (in a private law context) by William Blackstone in the 1770s already:
‘downwards, whatever is in a direct line between the surface of any land, and the center of the earth, belongs
to the owner of the surface … ’.113
It was only in the early 20th century that intellectual work slowly began to discover the airspace:
Whilst the technical expert from one century to another was engaged in investigating the problem of the navigation of
the air, the jurist could afford to look on calm and unmoved as one experiment after another failed. … So long as there
were available only undirigible balloons, dangerous and expensive, absolutely unfit for regular traffic, [114] aerial
navigation was therefore necessarily confined to some very unfrequent ascents, such as attractions at exhibitions,
for pleasure trips or scientific excursions and most occasionally for military purposes;[115] (p. 245) it did not create
situations and relationships demanding the immediate attention of the legislator.116

The main purpose of scattered 17th-century reflections on the subject117 was indeed merely to strengthen
one's own position in the heated debate on sovereignty over the sea. Exploiting the argument of the ocean's
(allegedly) inexhaustible resources for his vigorous freedom plea, Grotius observed, ‘The same thing would
need to be said, too, about the air, if it were capable of any use for which the use of land is not required …
’.118 And Pufendorf on his part used exactly the same premise—the absolute inaccessibility of airspace—as a
key argument for his opposite claim in favour of at least partial sovereignty over the sea ‘so far as nature
allows’: ‘Mention is made of the fowls of the heaven as well, yet since man has been denied the ability to be
in the air to the extent that he rest in it alone, and be separated from the earth, he has been unable to exercise
sovereignty over the air … ’119
Although occasionally discussed, the Roman law maxim cuius est solum eius est coelum did not, as matter of
fact, succeed to transgress the limits of the private law domain.120 Instead, unanimity prevailed that, at least as
far as the public law sphere was concerned, 121 the air was to be considered a res omnium commune and as
such not susceptible of the exercise of any kind of sovereign rights by States.
It was only in the early years of the 20th century that a seminal paper by Paul Fauchille, 122 together with two
comprehensive reports presented at the 1902 Brussels Session of the Institut de Droit International (Régime
juridique des aérostats ), 123 revived the discussion on the issue without, however, forging new intellectual
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paths. Clinging to the traditional argumentative pattern whereas ‘l’air, par sa nature même, est insusceptible
de propriété ou de souveraineté’, 124 the overwhelming majority adhered (p. 246) to the succinct position that
‘L’air est libre’. Although security concerns soon gained some ground in the discussion of possible limitations
of the freedom-of-the-air principle, the same remained not only widely accepted during the next few years, 125
but was even tagged by their protagonists as virtually ‘uncontested’.126 However, in a complete volte-face, the
following decade witnessed a total abandonment of this solid legal doctrine: The successful launch by the
Wright brothers of a power-driven and thus navigable aircraft (1903) and the potential consequences resulting
from this technological revolution, sowed the first serious doubts over the correctness of the hitherto virtually
unchallenged theory of unlimited aerial freedom.127 And in the face of the devastating effects of First World War
aerial warfare, it took hardly a year that States in the 1919 Paris Convention agreed on the following: ‘The High
Contracting Parties recognize that every Power has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the airspace
above its territory.’128
Complemented by the duty of States to ‘accord [in times of peace and under certain conditions] freedom of
innocent passage above its territory to the aircraft of the other contracting States’, an entirely new balance was
sought between the (prevailing) national interest and—now, if at all, only coming second—the concept of res
omnium commune. Although it is thus incorrect to assume that these provisions ‘simply registered a principle
… already sanctioned by customary international practice’, 129 it is certainly true that the inclusion of airspace
into State territory, reiterated and reconfirmed in the 1944 Convention on Civil Aviation, 130 soon entered the
corpus of customary international law and has never seriously been challenged ever since. However, up to the
present day no consensus could be reached on the exact location of the invisible frontier between airspace
and outer space—unanimity prevailing that the latter should be kept free from sovereignty claims. Regardless
of the never-ending dispute on this question, 131 the so-called Kármán Primary Jurisdiction (p. 247) line of
1957, 132 locating the upper limit of State territory at a height of approximately 83 kilometres, still serves as
some sort of authoritative guideline. Basically used for the transit of spaceships, rockets, and missiles only,
the functional approach chosen by Kármán, must still be considered of sufficient precision to avoid conflicts
between aeronautic and astronautic uses in this remote space at the intersection of the Mesosphere and the
Thermosphere.

10. Spaces Beyond State Territory
Old maps occasionally designated uncharted territories (terra incognita) with the Latin phrase hic sunt leones .
These times have long gone by and more than a century ago imperialistic expansion has brought the
scramble for State dominion over the earth's landmasses to an end. The post-Second World War
decolonization process (re-)distributed the territorial heritage of colonialism among newly independent States,
without, however, leaving any blank spots of stateless domain on the world map, let alone creating new ones.
Today, the only remaining exception in this respect is the 14 million km2 Antarctic Continent. By virtue of the
1959 Antarctic Treaty, 133 pre-existing and partly overlapping territorial claims raised by a number of States
were frozen (article IV), thus barring recognition of territorial sovereignty of any State over all land and ice
shelves south of 60 degrees South (article VI). With respect to extra-terrestrial territories, a similar approach is
followed. ‘Outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to national appropriation
by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any other means.’134 These treaty regimes,
together with the one in existence for waters beyond national jurisdiction (‘The High Sea’135), show a growing
awareness of States that if history has taught us one lesson, then it might be that distributing competences
and responsibilities by drawing lines on the ground between omnipotent and basically selfish political (p. 248)
entities is probably not the ultimate response to the urgent problems of an ever-more interdependent
humankind.136

11. Conclusion
To be certain, Westphalian territoriality is not dead. On the contrary, territoriality is broadly respected today by
all States, whereas in the past only a handful of (Western) powers enjoyed full territorial sovereignty.137 For
roughly the last 500 years, a bordered territory has been considered a suitable framework to organize
governance over people. However, in recent years there are increasing signs that the traditional and rather
categorical symbiosis between territory and power may no longer lay a legitimate claim for exclusivity. This is
hardly deplorable since from an international law perspective, possession and transfer of territory have never
been considered an end in itself. L’obsession du territoire of modern States 138 was always meant to serve
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people, not vice versa. One may recall in this context Robert Jenning's statement of timeless relevance: ‘A
territorial change means not just a transference of a portion of the earth's surface and its resources from one
regime to another; it usually involves, perhaps more importantly, a decisive change in the nationality,
allegiance, and way of life of a population.’139
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